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Figure 1: Decomposition of the detector into its main components and options. Reference choices for the
individual components are highlighted. The options are discussed in the following sections of the main text.

1. Introduction and system architecture

The SWGO aims to augment the major ground-based, wide-field, high duty-cycle gamma-ray
observatories HAWC [1] and LHAASO [2] with a new detector on the Southern Hemisphere, to
be deployed at a high-altitude site in the South American Andes. The observatory aims to cover a
wide energy range from around 100GeV to the PeV scale. At low energies, a high detector altitude,
particle detection efficiency, and hadron rejection efficiency are major design drivers. The energy
reach is given by the effective area covered by the detector with sufficient energy resolution and
hadron rejection efficiency, which—given limited funds—must be ensured with minimal coverage.

The concept currently serving as a baseline for the ongoing developments consists of a dense
core array (~80% fill factor) covering a circular area of 160m radius, surrounded by a sparse array of
outriggers (~5%fill factor) up to a radius of 300m. The detector units are water Cherenkov detectors
(WCDs)—optically isolated volumes of pure water instrumented with photosensors to measure the
time and particle energy density of the shower front. Hadronic background may be rejected based
on characteristics of the measured particle density profile and by identifying muon-like signatures.

The choices for the detector concept and its components—the details of the individual detector
unit design, photosensors and electronics—are still under consideration. To support prototyping of
different options, the detector has been decomposed as shown in Fig. 1. To aid convergence towards
the end of the R&D phase, the set of options to investigate and a specific configuration that may be
used as a reference for comparing the cost and performance of these options has been agreed upon.1
The components of this reference configuration have been chosen based on flexibility (favouring
components that are less constraining on the site characteristics), feasibility (favouring low-risk
technologies), and technical readiness (favouring components that may be costed now).

Due to the comparatively large scale and inherent remoteness of the detector, one particular
focus is to reduce the high-altitude labour needed for deployment and operation. The goal is to
build a detector that retains its target performance over its full life cycle of at least 10 years with
little or no maintenance.

A general overview of the project and related activities is given in Ref. [3] of these proceedings.
In the following, the options that are being considered for the detector concept and the individual
detector components are discussed, and the reference choices are motivated.

1The array layout and detector unit dimensions are also part of that reference configuration and subject to optimisation.
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a) b) c) d)

Figure 2: Detector concepts under study: cylindrical tanks constructed from (a) corrugated steel sheets or
(b) roto-moulded HDPE; (c) open pond with floating bladder; (d) natural lake with floating bladder.

2. Detector concept

Three approaches are being considered for the construction of the core detector array (cf. Fig. 2):

• cylindrical tanks containing bladders
• bladders floating in artificial ponds
• bladders floating at or just below the surface of a natural lake

In each of these, the bladders are made from amulti-layer material that is light-tight, does not pollute
the contained water, provides sufficient tensile strength, and has a well-defined inner reflectivity for
the relevant wavelengths and incidence angles. Hence, a common material may be developed, with
variations mostly for the specific mechanical requirements of the different approaches.

The three approaches provide different trade-offs in terms of required labour and materials for
construction. Furthermore, some options may only be realised cost-effectively at certain sites. In
the following, a brief overview of the three approaches is given.

Tanks
An array of tanks such as HAWC has the fewest restrictions on site characteristics. Ground needs
to be levelled only at the scale of the tank surface, the array layout may be adapted, e.g., to avoid
areas that would be particularly expensive to clear or grade. Water run-off needs to be considered.

Two options are being considered for the tank material: corrugated steel sheets assembled on
site and roto-moulded HDPE. For steel tanks, a thick geotextile may protect the bladder from the
ground surface, and a slanted roof carries potential snow load. The packed sheets are cost-effective
to ship even from abroad, but require some assembly labour at the (high-altitude) site. On the other
hand, HDPE tanks have to be produced (via convection-based roto-moulding) in the vicinity of the
destination to become cost-effective. For these, a deployment model similar to that of the Surface
Detector of the Pierre Auger Observatory [4] could be adopted: tanks could be fully prepared at
a low-altitude site and shipped to their final destination with installed bladder and photosensors.
Production and transport restrictions may limit any dimension of such a tank to ~4m.

For a dense array of tanks, deployment and access have to be considered when planning the
layout. For cylindrical tanks, average fill factors of 80% appear feasible.

Quotations available for both options suggest similarly high purchase costs when comparing
steel sheets shipped to the nearest port and HDPE tanks produced at a specially set-up plant over
the course of a few years. Bladders may be significantly thinner than for the other concepts.
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Artificial ponds
As an alternative to a dense array of individual tanks, artificial ponds could be constructed with
concrete walls and lined for water-tightness. Multiple ponds of O(10 000m2) each would be
favoured over one large pond to support a modular construction. Two designs may be considered: a
single water volume covered with a light-tight roof and with detector units optically decoupled with
curtains (as in LHAASO); or individual light-tight and water-tight bladders floating in open water.
A nearby water source is needed in both cases to replenish evaporated or otherwise leaked water.
An open pond may also need an overflow channel and would therefore benefit from a nearby river.

Considering the challenges of making large buildings light-tight and of maintaining the quality
of a large water body in contact with air, the bladder-based approach currently appears more
promising. Both approaches require a significant amount of civil engineering to be studied and
optimised with local partners, and can likely only be cost-effective if decommissioning is not
needed, e.g., if the local community can repurpose the reservoirs after the project has concluded.

If the dense core array is built using ponds, a potential sparse array of surrounding outriggers
may be realised using somewhat smaller ponds, or clustered or regularly spaced tanks (depending
on the conditions at a specific site and a cost/performance optimisation).

Natural lakes
Peru hosts several high-altitude lakes with road access and km2-scale parts of sufficient depth to float
light-tight bladders at the surface. This approach requires the least amount of civil engineering and
material to contain the bladders, and it may be feasible to fill the bladders with purified lake water
(avoiding water transport costs). Hence, a lake-based detector could become very cost-effective if
the engineering challenges associated with the construction, and stabilisation and deployment of
the bladders in the open water can be addressed effectively, see Ref. [5] for more details.

3. Unit design

Two main concepts for the dense core detector are being pursued in the collaboration: deep double-
layer WCDs (DLWCDs) and shallow multi-channel WCDs.

DLWCDs with one photosensor per layer provide a calorimetric measurement of the electro-
magnetic component in the upper layer and muon counting in the lower layer. [6] The upper layer
has to be several radiation lengths deep to keep the electromagnetic particles from punching through
to the muon compartment; a depth of ~2.5m seems to be adequate to tag muons in the lower layer
with sufficient purity [7]. If the lower compartment is lined with highly reflective, matte material
such as Tyvek, a depth of 50 cm is already sufficient—suggesting a minimum total depth of 3m
for this type of detector. The particle detection efficiency of the upper layer is then mostly dictated
by its width, the effective area of the photosensor, and the reflectivity of the wall material, and
thus subject to cost/performance optimisation. Additionally, the choice of wall materials for the
upper layer presents a trade-off between a higher detection efficiency (highly reflective walls) and a
clean time signature of the detected photons (non-reflective walls). Preliminary studies taking into
account the skew of the arrival time distribution of the first detected photon in a likelihood-based
direction fit indicate that a reduced energy threshold may be reached using reflective walls with
no significant degradation in angular resolution compared to units with non-reflective walls [7].
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A cylindrical, 3.8m diameter DLWCD with Tyvek-lined walls in the 2.5m deep upper layer and
a 0.5m deep lower layer entirely lined with Tyvek—both equipped with a central 8-inch high-QE
photo-multiplier tube (PMT) at the opaque layer separator—provides good overall performance
and can be realised cost-effectively with steel and HDPE tanks, and in lake-based and pond-based
detectors. Hence, this design has been selected to be used for the reference configuration.

An alternative design comprised of WCDs with a single, shallow compartment equipped
with four photosensors may distinguish muons from electromagnetic particles based on the charge
asymmetry and rise times of the signals within one detector unit. Simulations of an array of Tyvek-
lined WCDs with a mere depth of 1.7m have shown promising results for muon identification and
γ-hadron discrimination [8].

These designs represent different cost trade-offs between required detector and water volume,
and the number of electronics channels. Efforts are ongoing to define arrays of both detector types
with similar nominal costs for performance comparisons in the second half of SWGO’s R&D phase.

The unit designs mentioned above may not be best suited for a sparse outrigger array: the muon
tagging purity of isolated DLWCDs is affected by side entry into the muon compartment, and the
high channel count of shallow WCDs increases cabling costs. Studies are planned to compare the
cost and performance of simpler single-channel WCDs to that of clusters of O(60) detector units
(with potentially shielded edges) with overall reduced side-entry and cable lengths.

4. Photosensors and electronics chain

While mass-produced SiPMs have become cheaper in recent years, large-area vacuum PMTs still
provide the lowest cost per effective photo-active area and are simpler to interface than SiPM arrays.
PMTs also show significantly lower dark count rates per effective area, potentially allowing a lower
threshold for an array-level coincidence trigger. Hence, PMTs have been selected for the reference
configuration while technological advancements of SiPM arrays are being closely followed.

Large-area PMTs, operated at a high gain to enable the detection of single photo-electrons and
to reduce transit-time jitter, tend to provide only a limited range for which the output peak current
grows linearly with (instantaneously) injected charge. Saturated detectors near the shower core
need to be treated carefully to avoid biasing the reconstruction of shower geometry and energy. The
enhanced photo-electron yield due to reflective walls shift the onset of non-linearities to somewhat
lower energies, but the longer time profiles—lowering the peak photo-electron current—need to be
considered when modelling this. Current lab efforts focus on deriving phenomenological models
of candidate PMTs and the electronics response for early inclusion into the detector simulations. If
studies indicate that saturation effects limit the detector performance, additional readout channels
for intermediate dynodes or smaller photosensors may be considered.

The current assumption is that the PMTs are acquired from themanufacturer fully encapsulated,
with either a standard passive base and HV-proof coaxial cable or an active base (integrating
the generation of HV) and differential cable transmitting the analogue signal to a nearby data
acquisition (DAQ) node housing digitisers and White-Rabbit slaves for precision timing. The
concept is depicted in Fig. 3 for the case of passive-base photosensors. This modular approach
has the advantage of housing most of the active electronics in accessible locations, aiding potential
repair and maintenance efforts, and enabling later upgrades.

5
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Figure 3: Architecture of the node-based design with encapsulated, passive-base photosensors phantom-
powered via a coaxial transmission lines. Signal pick-offs (bias-tees), HV supplies, digitisers, and array
timing modules are housed in DAQ nodes distributed throughout the array, each serving several tens of
WCDs. A node is connected to the central infrastructure merely with single-mode fibres and AC power.

5. Data acquisition and trigger

For digitisation of the photosensor signals, high-frequency ADCs are being favoured over simpler
time-over-threshold systems because of the benefits of sampled waveforms in linearity and (lack
of) slewing, and the ability to reconstruct quantities based on the time profile which may be useful
for particle discrimination. Based on the experience with the HAWC Outriggers [9], 250MS s−1

12-bit ADCs are expected to provide sufficient resolution in reconstructed timing and charge and
are therefore selected for the reference configuration. To increase the dynamic range beyond the
~103 photo-electrons achieved with the HAWC Outriggers without increasing the channel count,
non-linear pulse shaping methods are currently being studied. Furthermore, lower-rate ADCs
augmented with GHz TDCs tagging the leading edge of a signal are being considered as alternatives.

The current working hypothesis for the data flow is shown in Fig. 4. Local triggering is
expected to occur on the level of a single channel, ideally at sub-p.e. threshold. Based on detector
simulations considering the high-altitude particle flux [10], the high particle detection efficiency of
a reference unit (reaching already ~60% for 10MeV photons [7]) leads to trigger rates of the order
of 20–25 kHz for each upper-layer PMT. The resulting data rates of up to ~15Mbit s−1 per channel
2 may be aggregated and handled by standard 10GbE networking components and commodity
servers for the data acquisition, signal reconstruction, and calibration. Such a design provides clean
interfaces and a high degree of flexibility to apply optimal algorithms for pulse shape analysis, and
allows array-level triggering based on the full pulse-level information purely in software.3

6. Prototyping efforts

Current prototyping efforts focus mostly on the critical items that have been identified so far. The
aim is to build and operate prototypes for critical components and to collect sufficient data to

2Assuming 250MS s−1 ADCs transferring 24 16-bit samples plus 96-bit waveform header per trigger on average.
3Assuming 128 bits per pulse, of the order of 30Gbit s−1 will need to be processed by a software array trigger handling

6,000 DLWCDs. A simple coincidence trigger may process that amount of data on a commodity single-socket server.
More sophisticated trigger algorithms may be realised by distributed and/or heterogeneous computing.

6
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Figure 4: Working assumption for the flow of event information. Waveforms triggered at channel level
with a low threshold are transferred from the frontends via conventional networking components. Pulse
extraction and calibration are performed on dedicated DAQ servers, reducing waveforms to charge and
timing quantities. All channel-level quantities are aggregated at a software process calculating an array-level
trigger decision, building and forwarding array events to the distributed on-line event reconstruction and
classification. Relevant data is then forwarded to a transient-alert generator and on-site storage.

choose between candidate designs towards the end of the R&D programme. Some examples of
issues considered critical and the prototyping efforts to address these are given below.

Reliability of electronics and maintenance at high-altitude sites
Experience at the HAWC site has shown that some commercial electronics is not suited to operate at
high-altitude sites, degrading or failing well before the advertised MTBF. To assess the reliability of
candidate devices in realistic environmental conditions, test setups are being planned at candidate
sites and at the HAWC site. For instance, a small-scale prototype DAQ node is being prepared for
installation in Imata, Peru—one of the candidate sites with available infrastructure. The node will
initially consist of the following components:

• Earthquake-tolerant, weather-proof, UV-proof, and dust-tight 19-inch cabinet
• environmental stabilisation with low-maintenance heat exchanger and dehumidifier
• dual-redundant power supplies and industrial 10GbE switch
• custom 250MS s−1 ADC system with GbE readout
• custom phantom HV supply and signal pick-off

Once established, the on-site setup may be completed with White Rabbit-based timing nodes and
calibration devices, and further serve as a test bed for alternative components when prototypes are
available. While the small-scale prototype DAQ node is designed to support only a limited number
of electronics channels, all components should be suitable to operate in a potential larger-scale
pathfinder that may help to further increase confidence in the components and the design.

Double-layer mechanics for tank-based detectors
For tank-based detectors, a mechanically robust and easy to deploy double-layer mechanics needs
to be designed. A steel tank of 4m diameter will be assembled at the HAWC site to develop and
verify the mechanical design of the interior together with the experienced HAWC crew and to test
the DLWCD’s response in coincidence with the HAWC array. The proposed design will then be
replicated and installed in the test tanks in South America.

Bag construction, stabilisation, and tracking for lake-based detectors
For lake-based detectors, a bag construction with interconnections that moderate and tolerate the
wave-load and are easy to deploy needs to be designed. An openwater tankwith a capacity of 500m3

7
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has been built at MPIK to act as a small-scale test bed for studying bag designs, interconnections,
and deployment methods—see Ref. [5] in these proceedings for details. In addition, methods for
tracking the position of the bags within the array and of the photosensors within the bags—both
relevant for the angular resolution of the detector—may be evaluated in this context.

7. Outlook

The first large-scale simulations have been done based on the reference configuration described
above, and shower reconstruction algorithms are currently being adapted to derive realistic perfor-
mance curves. To be able to perform fair comparisons of the different options, e.g., for the detector
mechanics, the main focus currently lies on developing cost models.

In parallel, the deployment of the small-scale prototypeDAQnode to evaluate the reliability and
operation of candidate devices in realistic conditions is targeted for the next austral summer. Because
of the modular approach chosen for the electronics chain, this should enable the collaboration to
eventually evaluate all proposed electronics options in this environment and to start developing the
data processing stages, the software-based array trigger, and tools for data quality monitoring.
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